Every representation of a Lie group on a Banach space has a dense set of analytic vectors, obtained by convolution with the fundamental solution of the heat equation. A criterion for an infinitesimal unitary representation to be exponentiable is expressible in terms of the Laplacean. [The SC® indicates that this paper has been cited in over 210 publications since 1961.]
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"When I did this work 23 years ago, I was 23 years younger than I am now. I was invited to lecture about it at Harvard University, and I went with every expectation of a job offer that did not materialize. The title of my lecture was 'The heat equation on Lie groups.' Someone told me that when the title was announced at the previous week's colloquium, the audience burst into laughter. What struck them as funny was the juxtaposition of something with applied connotations (heat equation) with something that sounded pure (Lie groups). Today's mathematical audiences, even at Harvard, are more sophisticated, and a similar title now would strike no one as funny—which shows that the world does make progress.

"When I did this work, I was a fresh PhD at the Institute for Advanced Study. My wife and I lived in the brand-new institute housing. On the other side of our apartment wall lived Lars Garding. He was intrigued by the use of the heat equation to produce analytic vectors and told me, ruefully and quite rightly, that it was a method he should have thought of himself. He invited me to his apartment to explain to him the use of diffusion processes in deriving properties of the heat equation—at that time this technique appeared bizarre, and he wrote a paper eliminating probability theory from the proof. Our new apartments were frequently invaded by field mice that had been displaced by the construction. Garding would balance a soup bowl on a matchstick over bait, so that he could release the mice alive and unharmed.

"I knew the referee for the paper to be Pierre Cartier, who had written a paper with Dixmier on analytic vectors and who was spending a year at the institute, because shortly after I told Cartier about the work André Weil asked me to submit it to the Annals of Mathematics. Mathematicians are prone to some defects in character, as my wife—and any outspoken mathematician's spouse—is not loath to point out. But one crucial trait that makes us pleasanter than our colleagues in the humanities ensures that a totally unknown scholar has no difficulty in having worthwhile work recognized. "For a modern account of operator commutation relations, see the monograph by Jorgensen and Moore.

"I suspect that this paper has been frequently cited because it provided a useful way of showing a Hermitian operator to be self-adjoint. Then courtesy demanded that anyone using this rather simple method give a reference to my paper. No one, asked to name a seminal paper of the late-1950s in functional analysis or group representations, would choose this paper. This indicates the absurdity of using a citation index as a measure of quality. The American passion for the seemingly objective as a substitute for informed personal judgment is symptomatic of a failure of vigor and self-reliance."